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Young Democrats Plan Organization At Clemson
Republicans
Invited To
Organize, Too

Washington War
Note Received
With Neely Calm

Leaders Stress
Need For Party
Competition

Vitriolic Answer
Will Be Handed
G. W. Friday Night

By .MITCHELL SIMMONS
A meeting will be held in the
college auditorium tonight to organize a Young Democrats club at
Clemson, it was announced today
by 'Senator'' Jimmie Lever, local
organizer for the group. All students, professors, and
community
residents, particular ' women, are
invited to come out and join the
organization, the senator said.
Arrangements for the local chapter were made by Lever with Cliff
Harper state organizer for the club.
In response to Lever's letter in regard to the local club. Harper replied, "We shall be very happy to
aid you in organizing a club at
Clemson."
"The club." Lever said,
"Will
ENGINEERS HONOR ENGINEERS: Memoers
function purely as an organ of the
of Tau Beta Pi. national honor engineering fraDemocratic party. We shall take
ternity, are shown tapping the initiates to the
in any political Question which
fraternity. Pictured are, front row i left to right I
is of interest to college students.
D. W. Smith. J. C. Hartley, W. C. Wearn. Dan
and have as many prominent poDarwin, H. L. Cook, Tom Richardson, P, J. Perna,
litical men on the campus as possible."
The club, it was stated, will be ^ «
. ,
D
affiliated with the young Demo- L^Oil€gi(tt€ rTCSS
crats of South Carolina, and will re- J nen/>jn/i/in \fo£>+o
ceive a charter from the Young ^bbOLlUllOn WeeiS

Officials at George Washington
University (Washington. D. C), alarmed at Clemson
College's "all
too" expansion in the
world of
football, turned a deaf ear to the
democratic pleadings of congressmen. American mothers, and Mr.
Lindbergh this week—. They took
to European tactics.
desperately
wrote the following "note" to the
heads of government
at Clemson
colleges:
Oct. 29 1939
TO THE TERRITORY OF
CZECHO-SLOWCLEMSON

sam Hunt. F P. Gray. J. H. Harper. In the foreground, Preston Garret, president of the local
chapter, places the fraternity "bent" on A. D.
Sutton. Smith. Hartley. Wearn and W. L. Richbourg (not shown) are the high scholastic juniors
who were chosen.

Juniors Added

America. Represen- Here Next Week-End I o Apprentice
organization will at-

tatives of the
tend the state convention in Co-1
lumbia next December.
Membership cards will
cost a
dollar, Lever said. The cards will.
among other things, serve as tickets to the social functions of the j
organization at the convention at j
Columbia
in December.
Several
dances, speeches, and
banquets
have been planned for the conven- ;
tion.
REPUBLICANS CHALLENGED
"One of the first acts of the'
club," the Senator said, 'will be to :
suggest that the young Republicans also organize at Clemson. We
think that the best interests of
South Carolina, and the
South
could be served with a two party
system," Lever continued, '.'and we
think further that Clemson men;
who are partial to the Republican ;
party could take the
lead in a
tremendous movement by organiz- j
:
ing an active club.'
"Not only could a
Republican
club be of value to the Democrats,
organization by letting them know
what their stands are," Lever said,
"but an active group here might
awaken some Washington officials ■
to the fact that the South will not;
always be the solid South."

Hotel Man Proud
Of Clemson Men
In Queen City
The following letter was received
from the manager of the Mecklenburg hotel. In Charlotte, recently:
Student Body,
Clemson College,
Clemson, S. C.

"We had the pleasure of having !
a number at Clemson students
spend the night with us last Sat- ^
urdav night and we appreciated
this business very much indeed. .
the^STSL^

Dance Group

Local Frat Taps
Five New Men At
Anderson Banquet
A banquet and dance in Anderson Tuesday night climaxed the
innitiation of five new members of
Iota Lambda Sigma, national honorarv fraternity for industrial education students. This is an annual
.
event, held after the completion of
the innitiation.
The high-spot of the banquet was
.
. „
,„ „
the induction of Dean
W H.
Washington, of the school of education as honorarv member of the
" h£)
.
■
De
™ °"L' r™ *f ",,"'^!n J, \f
su^rmtendan^of educauon R. M

next year. '
The newly added
members are
1
as follows: Jimmie
Lever. Paul
McAllister.
Johnny
Sutherland,
' Jimmie Taylor.
George Coakley.
1
Francis Coakley, and Herb
Cope! land.
The five members chosen at the
end of last year are the following:
Rhame Guy ton. Chairman; Grover
Henry. Rufus Henry. Ed Hallman.
and' Bill Brady.

Calhoun Records
Weather Freak
A temperature range of fifty degrees in one
day; that was the
*reak <* weather which occurred
during the cold snaD of two weeks
back
according
to" Dr
p
H
H
Calhoun, Clemson's own weather
pr
°Phet'
'
.
.... '■
The thermometer dropped to S*
in_ the early morning hours, and
had skyrocketed to 82 by midafternoon.
Dr. Calhoun declared that such
a range had occurrred only once
during his years of weather obser^^ ^ c[emson and ^ ^

™ S , ^^^SffSi >- sp^, strand enough.

SS^n^^irir^n^.SeK
Boatwright Edits
rector of Vocational Education in
desired bv any hotel manager.
is 'not only a pleasure to
have such high class students with
tion" to" know
us but it is a satisfaction to Know
;hat the future men of our country
are to be developed from rugh
:lass boys.
■We hope that your students will
:ontinue stopping with us and at
ing- time we can be of seniceo
ID any way we hope you will
let it be known."
Verv truly yours.
Jno C. McDonald, Mgr.

GMA Newspaper

,
.

Next week (Thursday
and Friday) the South
Carolina College Press
Association will hold its
annual
convention
at
Clemson. Plans are for a
full two days of "learnin'
and fun."
The program, announced this week by General
Chairman George McMillan, includes afternoon
discussion groups in Anderson Thursday lead by
Anderson newspaper men,
a tour of the Anderson
Independent-Daily Mail
plant (where the Tiger
is printed); and a social
at
Clemson Thursday
evening. The Friday program begins with a campus tour and business
meetings Friday morning, ■
and includes talks and
discussions during the
early afternoon, then the
Larry Clinton concert, a
banquet, and the Larry
Clinton dance.
Some 50 men and women,
representing
21
South Carolina college
newspapers and magazines, will attend the convention.
Earl Mazo, editor of
the Tiger, is president of
the association; Marion R.
Lawton, is treasurer.

Lucas To Speak
To Seneca Women

L. S. Horton, of Pageland. was
last week elected Honorary Captain of the local chapter of Pershing Rifles and will serve as senior
adviser for that organization during the year.
Horton,
lieutenant colonel of
the 1st battalion. 1st regiment, is
Commander of Clemson's famed
Senior Platoon and 1st lieutenant
of the Scabbard and Blade.
F. S. Holmes is Captain of the
group and A. W. Roles is 1st sergeant.
«

Social Science
Forum Begins
Discussion Year
William B. Wade was
elected
president of the Social
Science
Forum
at
meeting
Tuesday
night. Marion ft. Law'con was named vice pres., and A. L. Brooks,
secretary—treasurer.
Nine men
were received into
membership at this meeting. These
men, according to Wade are: Dr.
F. H. Alexander. Prof. John Paul
Lucas, Dr. Carl Epting, Arthur Williams. S. E. Davis, A. L. Brooks,
Don Wentzel, Aubrey Rion, and
Howard Driver.
Plans were discussed for having
a full representation at the State
Social Science at Winthrop on
Nov., 16.
Dr. B. O. Williams, member of
the local club, will
be a main
speaker at the state conclave and
will conduct
several panel discussions on social problems. Eight
S. C, colleges are members of the
Social Science Federation.

Favorites, Locals
Oppose Tough Foe

Pos. NAVY
CLEMSON
LE—Foster
Blalock
LT—Bergner
,
Fritts
Clemson's "crack" drill
- iwka
Moorer
platoon and approximateC—Harwood
Sharoe
RG—Eeldmeier
Cox
ly 100 Students Will AcRT—Opps . . .^
Hall
company the Tiger Team
RE—Burke
Black
to Washington and the
QB—Boyer
Payne
George Washington game.
I.H—Geberl
Rion
RH—Whilehead
Bryant
By J. S. MACE
FB—Lenz
Timmons
Score by periods:
This Saturday the vaunted YelNAVY
TO 0 0 7— 7 low Peril of Clemson
meets the
CLEMSON
8 0 0 7—15 George Washington Colonials
in
Scoring—Navy:
Touchdown—Rowse. one of the best mid-season interSa.iety—Whitehead.
Try
lor point— eonference games on the
week's
Whitehead iplacekicki. Clemson: Touch- schedule.
downs—Bryant. Haness. Try for point—
Although favored to win by virRion
(place-kick).
missed:
McElveen tue of their
15-7 defeat
of the
(placekiek). Substitutes: Navy—Tackles. Navy last week, the tigers will be
Chewning;
guards,
McGrath,
Trimble: hard pressed to add a victory over
backs. Beers, Gray: ends. Lee. Sehmitz. ■ the Colonials to their record.
Leonard. Malcolm.
Rowse.
Clemson— i
Probably the
whole
result Ot
Ends. Jackson, okurowski. Blessing-. Pas- this Friday's game depends upon
ley: tackles. M. Lendon Hamer: center J the condition Of two Clerr.SOll playJameson: guards, Deitz. Pearee. Tisdaie::ers — Banks McFadden and
Bru
backs. Cogswell. Timmons. Maness. Mc- Trexler. Both players are injured
Elveen, Floyd. Parker. Time of periods: at present.
and it is
uncertain
15 minutes.
STATISTICS
Clemson

Clemson
downs
8
Total yards gained
190
Yards gained rushing- ....123
- lost rushing
19
Forward passes attempted . .
2
Forward passes completed . .
1
gained complet passes 1S
Lateral passes
1
Yards gained lateral passes. . 4 7
Forward passes intercepted by 3
Runback of intereep. pass. . . 47
Number of kiekoffs
3
Average distance
5Average runback
14
Number of punts
9
Average distance
39
Average runback
........
0
Fumbles
p.
Own recovered
9
Opponents recovered
0
5
Penalties
Yards lost penalties
"20
Yards gaineB laterals
49

Navy
Navy
10
214
124
14
19
6
90
1
3
0
0
3
45
13
41
1
1
1
0
3
25
3

Action Stressed
By Limestone Dr.
Weaver's Ass'n
Vespers Here
To Convene Here At
'Think as men of action and act

The Weaver's section of the Southern Textile association. South
Carolina division, will hold its annual fall meeting at Clemson, November 11, starting at 10:30 a. m.,
Editor's Note: This official
in the Textile building.
"note" from Uncle Sam's CapiC. G. Simmons, of - Spartanburg.
tal will be answered in no
is chairman • of the state division.
-uncertain terms by Clemson's
ambassadors
to
Washington
He states that an interesting and
Friday night. War minister
informative program has been arranged and that all attendants at
Neely and his aides, it is rethis meeting will have an opporported reliably, have been in
tunity to inspect the handsome
conference for several
days.
new textile building here.
The final answer will be made
known to the world Friday
Several Clemson students and
night
faculty members are cooperating to
make the gathering a success; and
rai-i
11*111 eiiaH*? large
In tvrn crowd
nr-nwH is
lc antlan unusually
anticipated.
The Clemson-Wake Forest home
coming game *s also on the proJoe Kinard, Clemson '36, has re- gram for the afternoon.
1
cently been appointed to the staff
of the agricultural economics and
rural sociology department of tha
Experiment station.
Mr. Kinard
will assist M. J. Peterson in farm
management research work here.
Business
Manager Preston
Garett of Taps announced this
week that December 1st has
been set as a deadline date for
seniors to pay Taps space.
Harold Bedenbaugh. freshman in
"This early deadl'ne is necthe school of Agriculture from New
essary if we are to fulfill our
berrv. was last week awarded the
4-Club
sweepstakes prize in the
plans for publishing Taps earcorn show at the S. C. State fair.
lier this year," Garrett said.
Bedenbaugh is at Clemson as
Deadline dates for other class
awardee of one of the Barrett
payments will
be announced
companv fcholaships to outstanding farm
youth
in the country.
later, he said.
s
J
'

Joe Kinard Joins
Experiment Staff

Senior Taps Space
Deadline Is Dec. 1

Freshman Wins
State Fair Award

Virginia. Dean Washington mace a
Professor
Paul Lucas.
of the
short talk on peoples' unwillingness
to accept new ideas and inventions. I Bf Boatwright. a member of the English department will speak to
"
freshman circulation staff of the the Once A Week Club of Seneca
New members
who completed , Tiger ,ast year_ this week wrote tonigh
^^^^
H
has
been
their innitiation October 16 are: P. Mannv Lawton. business manager!The Subject of Professor Lucas'
H. Adams. Columbia^ A H. Ba.i- of the ^^ that he has been talk will be "Education For Peace."
er. Gaston:a. W. D. Colims. Spar- elected editor of the i.ewly organizProfessor Lucas also spoke to the
tanburg, F M Hunt. Liberty and ^ <-KayDer. weekly
of Georgia Easley Rotarv club last week on'
H.C Oswald, Lexington
Military College.
The Science of Peace.
Old members are: T. M. Burns. .
president. Anderson. B. D. Hunt.
vice president. Westminster, W. F DANCE ROSTER STEADILY FILLING UP
Campbell, secretary and treasurer
Anderson, J. L. Almeida. Charleston. E. K. Lominack. Newberry, and
H. D. Moon. Westminster.
Faculty
members present with
their wives were: Professor H. S.
Tate.
secretary of
the Gamma
By ROBERT B. MARSHALL
! should make this dance series the i field. With the theme of
course
chapter of the Iota Lambda Sig- .
tSTAFF SOCIAL EXPERTI
! most successful on record. Already i centering around the autumn seama., and Dean W. H. Washington.
The Clemson campus will be the the dance roster has reached well \ son that has certainlv set in this
jnemDe
tlf
"
Presenl scene of happy
reunions of old above the hundred'mark, with the vicinity, it is said that the decoraProfessor _J. L. Brock.
i buddies and classmates next week- invitations ohlv in the mail
since ; tions will be more elaborate and
Professor W. E. Tan-ant.
' end at the annual
Homecoming Tuesday. The two main topics of i colorful than
any seen in the
Members present with their dates , football garr.e, and the jovialty of conversation this week are Clem- south for some time.
were: T. M. Burns, president, Olivia the occasion will be reflected in a son's football team and the music
There can always be more said
Acker; ;B. D. Hunt. Rachel Dil- large degree upon the crowd that that the "Dipsy
Doodler" has in about Clinton's band, but after the
lard: j L. Almeida. Ruth Rourk: is expected to fill the field house store for swing fans.
corps saw a "free show" in the Y.
E. K. Lominack. Louise McClain; to capacity for Autumn Ball and
The work on the decorations in M. C. A. over the weekend
that
H. D. Moon. Francis Miller; A. H. the music of Lany Clinton.
the large field house, has been go- featured a short of Clinton's rendiBaker. Betty
Shipman; F. M.
A turn-out
of
the
largest '■ ing on for a week or so, and tak-tions, it is taken for granted that
Hunt, Mamie Hunter; H. C. Os- Homecoming
crowd
ever
to .
„.„!,!
,->„,.„!
A.^-i
u
a
TT »J
.
.£
<■■.
„i,„i„o
creations ot .everyone knows full well the poten
wald. Carolvn Aldnch; P. H. Aaams return to the scene of its scholas- mes shape
" are the
TOppy Earle: W. D. Collins, Fran- tic endeavour, and the general en-C. D. A. decorators and designers , tialities of this
musical
troupe.
cis Foster.
i thusiastic
attitude of the corps Steve Moore and Hord
Stubble- I The crowd in the "Y" received

Although Slight

Horton Honored Clemson-Navy
Game Statistics
By Local Unit
Pershing Rifles

whether they will get to play at all.
M'Fadden's loss, clearly shown in
the Navy game,
would
seriously
hamper Clemson's
scoring game.
Bank's booming
punts keep
the
enemy at bay, while his
bulletlike passes and his
daring runs
are constant sources of threats for
the opposing team.
Trexler's maility to play would leave the brunt
of the line plunging up to Charles,
"Sister,"
Timmons. who. although
capable, would be unable to go at
full bast for sixty minutes ini any
game.
If. on the
other
hand,
M'Fadden and
Trexler both are
able to play. Clemson's chances of
returning
home victorious will be
greatly enhanced.
George
Washington
has
in
Nowaski a potential ail-American.
Nowaski plays left
end on
the
Colonial team and is poison to any
opposing bal] carriers who happen
his way. Sweatte, a guard, is also
very strong in the George Washington line. In Booth. Richardson,
and Batson.
the Colonials have
three backs to match anything the
opposition has to offer. Booth is a
blocking
back.
famous
for his
tooth-shattering blocks and
tackles. Richardson
passes and runs,
while Batson stars as a
triplethreater, and is probably the best
back on the team.
The Colonials will come on the
field with about the same
size
team as that of the Tigers but will
; not be as hampered with injuries.
j Ever>- man °n the George Washmgton squad
ts expected to
be
Present in Ml force
when
the
j «g™l tor the kick-off » sounded,

as men of thought," said Dr. Ai
J. Eastwood, head of the department of economics and history, at
Limestone
college.
in his talk
"Education For Democracy"
at
vespers here last Sunday.
Dn Eastwood said in the course
of his talk that the needs of
education were to train the youth
in the art of critical evaluation,
(independent
thinking) and to
stress the moral and spiritual va| lu^ of llfeDemocracy was defined by Dr.
Eastwood in the words of Thomas
Mann as : :every individual carries a halo of dignity." Which was
^ J D° " ^twood to
r
mean that every person is an individual, and is different from
everyone else.
-Education, he said, is that someThe Collegiate Digest in its last
thing which you have left after is£ue devoted two fun pages to a
you have forgotten all of the facts review of the campaign which colthat you know.
j ]ege students throughout the na• Said Dr. Eastwood, "The posi- tion have started to annihiate svptive requirements of democracy in- ■ hilus m thu country_
elude: an active participation by
clemson was one of
the
first
the governed in the process of gov- schools in the country to take up
ernment. The people should vote thg {igh{ against this ir,Sidi0US dland vote intelligently. Machinery ; sease which is tinreateriing the fu\ should be set up in our govern- ture of Qur ^pie.
ment through and by which we
TwQ years ag0
through the eI_
can act and act quickly, we should fons of thg clemson
Fellowship
not believe everything we hear. but;club and several campus organizapass on the Judgement of our tions the entire cadet
corps was
leaders. We should hold the lead- subjected to the Wasserman blood
ers accountable for their actions. test
be critical of them, and at the [ 0'f the two thousand
°dd tests
same time be appreciative. Then given on]y 04 of i per cent were
we need more economic equality kl.eturned positive.
while at the same time retaining ;
"
'
as much as possible of our individual initiative."
Several Limestone
girls also
took part in the program with Dr.
Eastwood.

Sheet Tells How
Students War On
Dread Syphilis

By Their
—Words—

Civil Service
Larry Clinton Dance Series Nears Exams
Listed

No Song Worthy
Of Prize Money
Offered, Says
The committee selected to
judge entries in the Tiger
Brotherhood "Pep Song" contest announced early this week
that none of the four submissions were worthy of the five
dollar prize.
The contest officials called
upon Clemson's corps to write
words to a pep song for Clemson, which would be sung to Ibe
tune of "I Been Working On
The Railroad." Tiger Brotherhood offered the winner a five
dollar cash prize.

Special Tiger Be
Published Next
Week For Guests

On Thursday, November 9 (next week) the Tiger will publish a special
edition dedicated to Clem ! ^UA ^lsts Ar©
son's alumni on their Swelled To 12
homecoming, and to South
of the Central
At a meeting
Carolina's collegiate jour- Dance Association earlier
week, seven members of the Junior
nalists who meet i^ conclass were added to the
Junior
Committee of the C. D. A.
vention on the Clemson
The new members will bring a
campus next week.
total of twelve to the members
The Special Tiger will | who will work in co-operation with
the Senior C. D. A. in the adbe a minimum of 14
ministration of its social program
for the year. These Juniors will be
pages, and will contain
rotated among the seven departmaterial concerned with
ments of the organization, getting
practical knowledge of its functions
practically every phase of
and from the list will be chosen
Clemson life.
the members of the C. D. A. for

By GEORGE GOBLET
,
I
j

—staff photo by Hufford

v

"It comes to the attention of
the scouts of our foreign office
that one of the favorite units
of our former
territories, the
Touchdowns, have been held by
you as minorities. The invasion of your state by the Green
wave, of Tulane was the occasion.
"Now we know
that these
minorities would be better suited to inclusion within our own
territories.
"It is understood that there is
no war or cause for war between your peoples and our peoples and our peoples if our just
rights are recognizes. We will
invade your territory only the
necessary time required to restore these touchdowns to their
rightful order.
"We hereby warn you to evacuate all your backfield men
from the declared fiat zone, as
our Richardson aerial unit will
attack that military objective
until or unless that objective is
reached.
" You are to understand that
we are not
aggressors. The
hostilities were agreed to by
you in challenging to the conflict. We are merely looking to
self-defense, but we promise
that we will make the callenge
to conflict look like Munich
transformed into Waterloo. As
our last peace offer, there will
be a minimum of damage to
your legions if our claims are
recognized and rutil resistance
restricted.
"Remember, ours is a land
attack. Not a Navy battle;
Signed by:
Ward Mc Cabe, G. Washington,
Homecoming Committee
Chairman.

Tiger Footballers Invade Nation's
Capital, Threaten Vicious Attack

.

!

; the short
more
enthusiastically
; than any that has been shown so
; far. 'The singing of two hundred
pound Ford Leary brought cheers
: from the crowd as he finished his
arrangement of "Shadrack", and of
course Larry's
arrangements were
conceeded to be tops.
The Central Dance Association is
completing plans to place the large
number of dates who will pour into
Clemson next Friday.
November
10. "Definite announcement as to
where they shall be
placed
win
come within a day or so,
"states
President Harrv Mcifwwn.

Examinations will, be given for
| five civil service positions in the
agricultural economics department
it was this week announced by Dr.
G. H. Aull. head of the Clemson
department of agricultural
eco- .
nomics.
The positions are principal agricultural economist, senior agricultural economist, agricultural economist, associate agricultural econo- ;
mist,
and assistant
agricultural
economist.
Anyone interested in taking the ;
examination for any of these positions is requested to contact Dr.,
Aull.

"If you want to find my record,
go to "Who's Who."
—Rhyne
"Who knows why a woman marries a man anyway?"
i
•
—TAYLOR
"I'm quoted in the Tiger again—
shucks. I've said better things than
that."
—WARE
"When asking for classes of arcohols on prelims.
I sometimes
get Four Roses. .Kentucky Club,
etc."
—Carodemos
"We lost our shirt in the last
war, and we'll probably lose our
pants in the next one."
—Pool
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"Fools" Should Stay Away—
PROBLEM OF PICTURE-SHOUTING
FEW AIRED BY ANGRY STUDENT
This letter, written to The Tiger by a
wide-awake student, represents vividly the
feelings of The Tiger, some 99 per cent of
the Clemson student body, and 100 per
lent of the Clemson community:
Dear Editor:
Last year quite a bit was said, but
nothing done, about the disgraceful,
and even obscene, language used by
cadets at the shows in the "Y"- The
editorials last year in The Tiger have
not made those lacking in character
and breeding conscious of the fact that
they are bringing disgrace and shame
upon themselves as well as the college. .
Mr. Editor, in the name of those
who enjoy picture shows at the "Y"
and those who do think a little of
what others think I beg you to do
something about this deplorable condition.
A few nights ago at the picture
"Intermezzo" I was embarrassed by
some of the remarks made by a cadet
so that the whole audience could hear.
It is not only a few times, but almost
every show. One scene showed a little
girl who had been run over by an automobile. Some moron showed his impression of the scene by laughing
aloud. This is a mild example.
Those of us who like to "live" a picture do not care to be brought back into
the reality of a world of fools.
These are strong words, Mr. Editor,
but they express my feelings even two
days after I saw the picture, so they
must be my true ones. I am sure that
others are impressed more deeply than
I. but have not been in a position to
say anything, or have declined for
fear of making themselves a possible
target of ridicule.
I am not saying that it is the duty
• of The Tiger to do something about
this, but am using The Tiger as a
medium to make someone, who. is in
a position, act.
Because I might be looked upon by
some as radical to the general point
.of view of Clemson men, please do not
sign my name to this letter.
Thank you very much.

Collegiates Fight Syphilis—
CLEMSON WAS AMONG FIRST
TO TAKE VOLUNTEER TESTS
The Collegiate Digest's vivid description
•of the fight now being waged against
that insidious disease, syphilis, is welcomed by the thinking student.
Says the Digest, "Ten million persons in
the United States have or have had syphillis . . . a million potential mothers have
syphilis . . . 100,000 deaths a year . . . 60,000 congenital sypbilitics born annually
half of every year's 500,000 new cases
are under 25 years of age. . ■"
Students have accepted this problem as
their own and have begun this campaign
with enthusiasm and youthful determinination. They refuse to be victim's of "mistaken moral censorship" any longer. With
the spirit of crusaders they have started
a systematic program of control which
promises to stamp out this great social
evil, which has for so long been protected
by the hushed-mouth policy of parents
and teachers.
Clemson was a pioneer among colleges
in this program. Two years ago this school
was among the first to submit to blood
tests as a group. And we believe we're
unique still in that our entire student body
volunteered to take the Wasserman test.
—J. J. L.

deceptions. Warm and Hotward McCabe, George Washington University Homecoming chairman writes the
Tiger: "We assure you a warm reception
on the campus and a red hot reception at
the stadium."
That's the wav we like 'em-

An Invitation To Invite—
A TIMELY NOTE TO
THE BOWL MANAGERS
- So you're looking for a team to participate in your Bowl Game January First,
eh? Well, put down your lantern, gentlemen, because this is the end of the trail.
The Clemson Tigers are just what your
little hearts—and your customers-^are
yearning for.
You want color, don't you? Look out!
don't get too close or you'll be splattered
with it. Its fairly oozing out of those boys.
You're dubious? Look, Clemson has scored
14 touchdowns this year and exactly half
of them went twenty yards or more. They
have been by every conceivable means of
scoring: runs from scrimmage, straight
passes, lateral passes, blocked punt and
power plunges into the line. There has not
been a field goal yet but there was a
safety against Navy.
Maybe you're thinking that some other
team might just run all over the Tigers.
Gentlemen, no team .runs all over the
Tigers these days. The combined forces
of Presbyterian College, Tulane, N. C.
State, South Carolina and Navy have barely managed to get a total of three touchdowns this year. Howzat for defense?
You -want individual stars? Now you
ARE singing in our key. See that lanky
rascal over there; that's Banks McFadden
and the little fellow beside him is Shad
Bryant, the Mutt and Jeff touchdown demons. Just name your dish, gentlemen, and
those boys will serve it up, whether it be
broken field running, passing, punting,
pass receiving or what have you. Joe Blalock and George Fritts are just sophomores
but already the football world knows them
as'stars. There are more of 'em—eighteen
or twenty more—and they know their way
around on a football field.
If color, speed, power, finesse, individual stars, a perfectly coached team, and
a>team spirit for which you will stand up
and applaud are the ingredients to mix
in a football bowl, gentlemen, we've got
'em.
And this is, of course, IF the Tigers continue to play the ball they are playing
now against their four remaining foes:
George Washington, Wake Forest, Southwestern and Furman-

Grown-Ups" May Learn—
LAW ENFORCENMENT SYSTEM AT
, CLEMSON CAN BE AN EXAMPLE
It was pointed out in Dr. Alexander's
criminology class recently that coersion,
that is, threat of punishment, is in most
places the method employed to enforce
law. In those places the jails are full, and
the laws afe broken on and on.
The Tiger has no "Cure-all" remedy for
law-breaking, but it definitely does not
believe in coersion.
Dr. Alexander's lecture on coersion
brought to mind a pair of Clemson cases
that fit in well.
Few seniors have forgotten that beforeChristmas night when they were called
out by the leading cadet officer and were
made to walk several miles through slush
and rain because firecrackers were being
blown off on the campus. That cadet commander, seniors recall, arose one fine day
in the chapel and yelled: "If I hear another fire cracker go off, the whole crowd
of you will walk! And I mean WALK!"
That night a package of firecrackers
went off right under the cadet commander's door, and at 11 p. m. the corps
WALKED. No one within a five mile radius of Clemson slept that night—or for
several nights after. The exploding firecrackers made too much noise.
That cadet commander's coersion failed
to preserve law; it stimulated lawlessness.
Now, let us consider another system of
law enforcement—the "Alex Graham system-"
There's not a senior in barracks that will
contradict this statement: Conditions in
barracks are better and on a more even
keel now than they have ever been during
the four years the present senior class attended Clemson. Folks in barracks obey
regulations more willingly.
And the reason is evident. Cadet Colonel
Graham does not employ coersion. This is
an example of his method:
At the first senior class meeting he,
Colonel Graham, spoke to his class, not as
an overlord to vassals, but man-to-man.
He explained in understandable terms
conditions here. He told the class what
was expected of it, gave reasons for every
statement he made, and asked that the
class cooperate with him.
The class gave Colonel Graham an enthusiastic vote of confidence and support.
And the corps is abiding by that vote.
The Tiger doesn't say that Alex Graham
and his group of officers are the best
Clemson has ever had; but it does say
that "grown-ups" who run South Carolina
and the United States may learn something about law enforcement from the
Clemson leader.
We think it's this: a combination of
likable personality, practical psychology,
and firmness. And it can be applied anywhere.

Anderson's Fair Edition—
The Anderson newspapers—The Daily
Mail and The Independent— have published another of their ever interesting special editions. This special 64 page paper,
honoring the annual Anderson Fair, carries some of the most interesting and
pointed information about the world's
military we've ever seen. Too, there are
pages and pages about this Piedmont section and about everything else.
Clemson students spent a pleasant Monday night this week reading that edition.

*:*
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ALLEN AND ELMER CORNELL,
STUDENTS AT R.I. STATE- COLLEGE, HAVE COMPLETED 27
YEARS OF SCHOOLING WITHOUT MISSING A DAY OR
HAVING BEEN TARDY/

NANCY MATTHEWS,
WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
SOPHOMORE. IS THE SIXTEENTH
MEMBER OF HER MOTHER'S FAMILY
TO BE INITIATED INTO KAPPA
KAPPA GAMMA SORORITY/

LETTERSTO AND FROM

TOM CLEMSON
(Editor's Note: Letters to and
from Tom Clemson, concerning
ANYTHING within reason, will
be printed weekly. All Clemson students and friends are
invited to contribute. Names
must be signed to letters before
they are printed, but they will
be withheld on request of the
contributor. Contributions must
be short and to the point (not
over 250 words) and they must
be in the Tiger office no later
than the Sunday morning before publication of the following week's
Tiger
Friday
evening).
FURMAN AND A HAT
DEAR TOM:
j
The Furman students may gladly
have the hat they took from a
.freshman at the ball
game but
"please" return the picture in it to
Bex 366, Clemson. S. C.
STEWART, W. M.
TRASH THROWING
Dear Cadet Corps,
Clemson's campus Is generally
considered the most beautiful and
best kept in this section of the
country. It seems that every loyal
Clemson man would like to keep
it that way. Am I not right?
Then why mar it during the day
by thoughtlessly throwing papers
and trash around over the grounds.
Students can not be compelled to
place trash in the provided receptacles. That is something that
only a sense of pride will compel
one to do. However, I have a lot
of confidence in the compelling
power of that spirit so typically
Clemson. So, watch it fellows.
Tom Clemson.
"PENDLETON GUARDS"
Mr. Jake Woodward, Secretary,
Clemson Alumni Corporation,
Dear Uncle Jake,
Sometime ago. in passing, Dr.
Sikes suggested that he would like
to see a reunion of the' "Pendleton
Guards." It is Dr. Sikes' belief
that a large attendance could be
secured since there was a real spirit
of loyalty exemplified by this group
from the beginning of, their exploits.
This is merely a suggestion; take
it for what it's worth.
Tom Clemson.
PRAISES SHORTY
Dear Tom,
There is no doubt that we have
the most friendly men in every
department at Clemson that can
be found. But I'll illustrate that
point.
The night before the Charlotte
game a student who did not have
clean shirts went to the laundry
to get his weekly wash. It was
not finished, and the student, in
disgust, turned to leave the desk.
But Mr. Landress, the man who
remembers ten thousand laundry
marks, suggested that he wait a
minute while he looked through the
stack of shirts ..which had not been
put up.
The student did wait, and after
spending more than a half hour
in searching through a tremendous
stack of shirts Mr. Landress smilingly handed the student two clean
shirts. Mr. Landress did all of
that after a day of hard work, on
his own time. In other words, Tom,
Mr. Landress went out of his way
to help a student. The student
was impressed.
And the spirit of Mr. Landress
is the spirit of Clemson—the true
spirit, of Clemson, that is—the spirit
of friendly
helpfullness
which
makes Clemson the best place in
the world to go to college, and the
most pleasant place in the world
to live.
I congratulate ' the men of the
"Shorty" Landress type. It is they
who make Clemson so enjoyable.
M. R. L.
LIVE TIGER?
Dear Tom,
Don't you think that Clemson
should have a real, live' Tiger as a
mascot. L. S. U. has one; why
can't we??? Why not have some
of these ACTIVE campus organizations investigate the idea and discuss it with the college authorities
and the athletic association. If the
idea is. deemed feasible, then let's
go to work. What are we waiting

for? It might even make a worthwhile class project. And then, too,
it might be as impractical as seniors meeting reveillie . . . Let's
find out sumpin', tho'.
The "Senator'.
FIRST COME, ETC.
DEAR TOM:
Long
has "First
Come—First
Serve" in "bumming" away from
Clemson been the
custom. This
un-written law was broken by a
senior last week-end. It seems that
this fellow horned in or "beat in"
on the very front of the long line
instead of taking his place in line.
Don't you think that there should
be something done about instances
such as this to make all people
realize the importance of remaining
in one's place because it's really too
bad that a few people in this world
think they are better than the rest
of v&t
IT GRIPES ME
ESTERCITA COMPLAINS
Dear Sir:
It mgiht interest you to know
I have not been receiving my
Tiger. Don't rush yourself, it don't
matter when I get them, just so
I get them sooner or later to read
those wonderful sports write-ups.
Thank you!
Estercita Clark
HOLIDAYS
Dear Tom,
Now. that it has been definitely
decided that there will be no holidays given for the George Washington game, there will undoubtedly be a great deal of discussion
concerning holidays for Thanksgiving.
■ IF we are to get Thanksgiving
holidays, here Is a plan that might
be suggested to the college officials.
Instead of holidays beginning with
Thursday and ending Sunday night,
let them begin Saturday and end
Tuesday night. This would give
all of the boys a chance to see the
game with Furman and still not
break into the holidays. Whereas
if we get out on Thursday the holidays would be cut in half by the
game for everyone except for those
living in and around Greenville.
The College catalog gives Wednesday December 20 as the beginning of the Christmas holidays.
Why couldn't the above suggested
holidays be given and thus balance
up the week as it was found necessary to do a short time ago? But
if the college officials deem it inadvisable to have any holidays at all
for Thanksgiving, just let the entire subject drop.
Y. E. L.
LAUNDRY
DEAR TOM:
Everything at Clemson seems to
be making progressive strides except the laundry. Wonder what's
wrong? Can't something be done?
HOPEFUL,
CHEER LEADERS
Dear Mr. Clemson:
Among the more thankless jobs
at Clemson, the job of cheer
leader ranks high. Keeping the students organized into cheering sections is a difficult job, to say the
least, not to even mention the
physical and emotional exertion required to lead the cheers at the
sports contests.
There is little doubt that the
student body is behind the Tiger,
but to keep them behind our
teams with their vocal chords and
wind is a job that requires skill,
tact, and hard work.
Clemson's four cheer leaders,
Frintz Dent, Billy Manning, Johnny Almeida, and Howard Zerbst,
are due orchids for the excellent
job which they are doing this
year. They know the Clemson axioms—work, study, and sincerity.
M. F. S.
A TEXTILE PUBLICATION
Dear Dean Willis;
President of Phi Psi;
And Textile Students:
Don't you think that it would
prove both desirable and profitable
for the Textile students to publish
a technical journal or magazine
comparable to the Agrarian, which
has met with such a brilliant success in its first year?
I understand that Clemson's
textile school is ranked with the
best in the land. A "voice" from
that school should attract attention—plenty of it, ar.d be a boon
to the college as a whole.
Hope you can do something with
this idea. Please let me know
whether or not you will.
Tom Clemsop

YOU AND HEREDITY by Amram Scheinfeld; College Library;.
425 pages.
Here for the first time the average reader will- find an amazingly clear and absorbing account of
all that science has discovered
in recent years about human heredity.
Here is something you already
know, but of which you probably
give little thought. In all the history
of the world there was never anyone else exactly like you, and in
all the infinity of time to come
there never will be another. That
is, indeed, quite a statement considering the two billions now inhabiting this earth and the countless billions ■ who have lived and
died in the past.
Whether or not you attach any
importance to the fact, undoubtedly you have often wondered
what you what you are; what it
was that you got from your parents and your ancesters and how
much of you resulted from your
own efforts or from your environment. , And most important what it
is you may pass on to your children.
A sperm and an egg: You, like
every other human being and most
other animals, began life just like
that. A single sperm enters a single
egg and the life of a new individual is started on its way. So
this, in untechnical, every-day
language carries the reader from
that sacred union through all the
stages of development and subsequent life.
Everything known about the inheritance of physical features, diseases and defects, intelligence,
crime, personality, sexual characteristics, and racial differences of
man is presented in this, one book.
Much of the material included
Is new to any book. Among the
outstanding new contributions of
the. author is the first "forecast
table" whereby prospective parents
can make reasonable predictions as
to the appearance of their children.
Another interesting study described by Mr. Scheinfeld is the original
study of "Inheritance of Musical
Talent," to which almost every
outstanding contemporary artist —
grand opera stars, orchestra conductors, and instrumentalists —
contributed valuable data.
—J. E. S.

-r—oscar says—

—that Winthrop went wild Saturday night, but only for a minute. The crowd saw the young- man
tell the house mother goodbye,
then lay a good ole country smack
on his girl, and everybody thought
smooching had been legalized —
then we found out it was a brother-sister act.
■—oscar says—

—that CDA prexy McKeown must
have shown Harby of Converse
a very good time last week-end—
or was she telling Jamison about
the dance after she returned to the
Spartanburg fold.

—oscar says-r

—that "Rat" Propst says he really can see people crawling undei
the bed and tables, and on two bottles of beer.
—oscar says—

—that George Coakely
insists
that it was nothing more than a
good date that he ran into at
Limerock.
—Oscar says—

—that Billy Gasque decided it
was time to have litle Brown up
for the dance after hearing about
all the fun she was having at P. C.
last week-end with some other guy.
—oscar

says—

—that Deacon McGinty says he
needs some kind of racket, and the
—that Phi Psi "Rat" Simpson got Deacon's latest idea is to start a
on the wrong side of the poison in Wednesday evening prayer meeting
Columbia, but he's still having to and take up collection.
send letters back to the wrong side v
—oscar says—
of the tracks.
—that Rat Billy Forrester, akin
—Oscar says—
to Dick in more ways than one, is
—that Jake Watson had better more attached to Caipt. Floyd than
stay away from. Lander last week- his shadow. And the season is very
end. The girls tried to pool him. young.
—oscar says—

'

- —oscar" says—

—oscar says—

—that Bullington returned from
the Tennessee-Alabama game with
a hole the size of a bottle in his
head. Oscar thinks" anybody should
know not io root for Alabama sitting on the Tennessee cheering
—oscar says—
—that if you want to see Clem- line.
-—oscar says—
son's rah rah boys on a real fling,
—that Guyton and Cason fed the
just follow them
toClinton some
poor P. C. boy five brands trying
week-end.
to put him to sleep,' but at six AM
—oscar says-—'
—that there is a rumor drifting he rose and' drove both of them
over from P. C. that Rufus Henry and his date home.
—oscar says—
really pulled the "I-wamya-be-like—that Pop Eadon couldn't figure
Sloan act.
out why the Navy football field
—oscar says—
—that at last the truth of this kept moving back and forth until
Bouton-Johnson affair has come to Sunday morning when he learned
light, and one of the trusted ring- that the ferry boat was moving
about in the bay.
sters did the damage.

—that "Black Dog" McCleod was
not doing so bad with the home
town girl over at P. C. Saturday
night between one ayam and sunup.

—oscar says—

—oscar says—

—that we hear "Hopeless" Cran—that the whole crowd of yardengines seems to have settled down ford is planning to sell jewelry
to the freshman sucker trade—and again this year, and Oscar wonders
if he really Is trying to make his
Colonel Nellie.
million before or after the sheep
—oscar says—
—that Aubrey Vincent took an- skin.
—oscar says—
other . cross-country
jaunt last
—that about all he can get out
week-end,
and the
inseparable
of Stubb and Vic after the western
Oleda was right along.
trip is that they looked at tall
—oscar says—
—that Bob Ariail fought for for- buildings, studied, and went to a
ty minutes to get that third' row rodeo, but Oscar wonders what
seat in the Washington burlesque they did during that layover in St.
Saturday—and did he learn a lot. Louis.

WHEN WE

WERE YOUNGER
By GEORGE GOBLET
ONE YEAR AGO
The new barrack will be ready in
time for the opening of school next
year, it was stated here today.
The building will have 130 rooms
and will be built at a cost of $193,000. The new barrack will be used
mainly to help reduce the crowded
conditions now
existing in barracks.
Representative
of the Turkish
agricultural
department
visits
Clemson. Seyfullah Sudan, under
director of the cotton division in
Turkey, has been visiting at Clemson studying Clemson's cotton "set
up." Mr. Sudan was much impressed by efficiency throughout Ameri
ca.
FIVE YEARS AGO
A. W. Davidson,
student in
Architecture from Greenville, has
just completed busts of Dr. E. W.
Sikes and Thomas
G. Clemson.
These busts will be given to the
Library, where they can be seen
by all. Davidson, a native of Russia and a naturalized
American
citizen, has started
work on a
twenty foot
statue of Clemson,
which will be placed on the college
campus.
Harvard University refuses to accept scholarship of $1000 a year
from aide of Adolf Hitler, .Opinion differs greatly as to the rightousnous of the move, but President Conant, Harvard head, says
that he does not believe that anyone closely
associated with the
government responsible for regrading Germany colleges should be allowed to glorify himself in America.
TEN YEARS AGO
Major Duval, R. O. T. C. officer,
fourth corps area, inspected the
corps Friday to see whether or not
it is worthy of a final inspection.
Major Duval said that he was well
pleased with inspection, and that
Clemson has the best trained group
of cadets he has inspected.
The new Seneca river bridge was
formally opened and dedicated last
Friday during the Armistice day
ceremony. The bridge was dedicated to those men from Clemson
college and Oconee county who lost
their lives in the last war.
TWENTY YEARS AGO
America is rapidly getting over
the effects of the war. Most significant is the splendid breadth the
educational system is assuming m
both state and nation. The war
brought many blessings, not the
least of which is the ability to do
tremendous things in a big way.
The most overcrowded and popular occupation these days is that
of the striker.
THIRTY YEARS AGO'
President Riggs defines the "College Amateur." In an address to
the
Association of Colleges
in
South Carolina
Professor Riggs
talked of the importance of the
college athlete. He summed up his
talk saying," a college athlete is a
college gentleman." Since taking
over the presidency Professor Riggs
has made
several
improvements
around the college and has become well liked throughout the
entire school.
College press Association meets

By KENNETH CRIBB

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS WOULD YOU WANT
THE UNITED STATES TO
GO TO WAR?
Harry Demosthenes, (Junior) —
"When the security of the Americas is threatened, regardless of
whether that is before or after
we are attacked."
Jones Scigler,
(Sophomore) —
"Just to protect our own shores—
in case of invasion."
Guy Benjamin, (Junior)—"Only
in event of foreign invasion or
attack."
Herbert Minnis, (Freshman)—"I
believe in staying out of it until
the last minute, but I'd go to war
in the face of repeated insults."
J. S. Gasque, (Sophomore)—"We
should go to war before it's too late.
If things get worse, we'll be attacked later."
3. F. Little, (Senior)—"Under no
conditions, unless they come over
here."
W. H. Thornley, (Junior) — "IfN

they'll give me a million dollars
when I come back, I'll go!"
E. C. Jackson, (Junior)—"Stay
out of war if possible."
Edgar Ross, (Junior)—"I'd rather
fight them over there than have
them come over here to fight."
T. H. Caldwell, (Junior) — "I
wouldn't say go to save democracy,
because we did a poor job of that
the last time. I'd fight only in case
of actual invasion."
R. F. Long, (Sophomore) — "For
self-protection, but not for the interests of other countries."
Joe Simpson, (Sophomore) —
"They'd have to come over here
before I'd fight."
J. D. Good, (Freshman) — "To
beat hell out of Hitler!"
Olin Cannon, (Sophomore)—"I'd
go over there just to keep them
from coming over here. If we
declare war, I might change my
mind."
W. C. Johnson, (Freshman) — "I
wouldn't like to see the United
States go to War, but I'd rather
fight them over there."

The Ohio University
football
Exactly 260 college and universiteam was undefeated in a home ties are participating in the pilot,
training program of the Civil Aerfootball game from 1927 to 1937.
onautics Authority.
It would take one
person 141
New York City's four municipal
years to complete all of the-courses
52,000
offered by the University of Texas. colleges enroll more than
students yearly.
Thirteen University of Texas students were on the
British ship
This year's college and university
Athenia when it was torpedoed at enrollment in the U. S. is expected
the opening of the European war. to total approximately 1,400,000.
Cinemaster
Fredric
March is
During the 1938-39 school year,
leading a drive for funds to pro- 200 colleges
created
some 300
vide technical equipment for the scholarships for foreign refugees.
new University of Wisconsin theater.
In the last ten years, Washington University has awarded scholOf Capital University's 1939 edu- arships totalling more than $1,cation graduates 72 per cent have 000,000.
been placed in teaching positions.
Princeton University will found
Of the 1,500 different types of a special geographical library in
positions for which .the U. S. civil honor of Richard Halliburton.
service commission offers examinations, only approxmately 200 reVassar College is conducting a
qure a college degree or ts equiva- special campaign to raise $2,000,lent.
000 endowment and scholarship
fund.
Louisiana State University has
been placed on probation for six
Beloit College has scheduled two
months as regards federal stud- Thanksgiving holidays this year.
ent aid.
Barnard College has received a
Twelve special students have been gift of $100,000 to be. used in esselected to take every course offer- tablishing a health education proed at Oglethorpe University. It'll gram.
take each one six years to complete
the task.
Cornell University has a special
faculty counselor for foreign studin Columbia.
The fourth anual ent*.
maeting of the organization proves
a great success.
Colleges repreCommuting students at Massasented are;
Newberry.
Erskine, chusetts State College travel a
Presbyterian, University of South total of 18,024 miles a week.
Carolina, Greenville Womens College, Winthrop and Clemson. The
Loyd Haberly. Harvard UniverAssociation
is planning
great sity poet, prints and binds the
things in the future. It is hoped volumes of his own poetry.
that this organization will foster a
Campus jobs
netted
Williams
closer friendship among the colCollege students $88,000 last year.
leges in the state
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Infra-Mural Sports Program Gaining Headway Under Kirschner
Swimming, Basket
Ball, Horse Shoes,
Others Listed
Freddie Kirchner announced tolay that the intramural sports pro;ram was in full swing with swimning. basketball, volley ball, horse
,hbe pitching, and soccer copping
he headlines.
Approximately two hundred boys
ire now participating in one or
more of the above
mentioned
•.ports and with the formal introluction of company basketball this
lumber is expected to
increase
tremendously.
A freshman
basketball tournanent is now in progress and games
ire played
between
companies
;very afternoon in the field house
ind the Y gymnasium.
The four
:eams which come
through the
mix-ups ■ with the highest percentiges of wins will play
a roundrobin series......'.The winner of this
:ontest will be crowned
brigade
champions.
Great interest has been taken in
the volley ball games played each
night in the Y gymnasium and the
exceptional good turnouts for these
contests has given Freddie Kirchner and his staff considerable inspiration. The rollowing team have
won out in the first round of the
volley tournament and are eligible
to compete in the stiffer competition of the second round: A-2. A-l.
D-2. 1-2. and L-2. Pete King, J.
J. Burns. Manly Wright,
Buddy
Hammond. Robert
Colvin,
and
Boyce Burley are the captains ot
the winning teams.
With the above activities hardly
enough to , satisfy his tastes as to
what a real intramural sports program should be, Freddie has announced that the freshmen swimming meets which had momentarily been
postponed would begin
again next week. All freshmen who
can swim at all are urged to take
part in the meets.
With cold weather already here
and basketball season just around
the corner, Freddie asks all company Captains to get their teams
in shape and be ready to start the
season off with a bang.
All boys interested in archery are
urged to go by the intramural office and see Freddie as soon as

Blalock Play
Is Outstanding
From New Orleans, La., to
Annapolis, Md., the end play of
jarring Joe Blalock, Clemson
flankman, has received glowing words of praise from all
who have ssen him perform.
Blalock's defensive work against
Navy last Saturday was particularly outstanding and, to
make the day's work complete,
he was down fast ucd": punts
as the Bengals allowed Navy
backs to return five punts for
a total of only four yards.
1

Harvard Man First
US Student Fighter
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.— (ACP) —
Believed to be the first U. S. college student to fight in the present European war. John C. Baker,
a Harvard undergraduate, will soon
be stationed in the French Maginot line.
Reports reaching
friends here
said that Baker has joined the
American division of the French
Legion. While waiting his transfer to the front lines, he is helping his
family gas-proof their
Paris home.

Something Like
A Local Combine
PROVIDENCE, R. I. —(ACP) —
Brown University students this fall
celebrated the third anniversary of
the opening of the nation's most
unique broadcasting system, the
Brown Network.
Originally
a network of radios
hooked together by wire to a central college broadcasting center, the
system this year will broadcast on
570 kilocycles, with wires strung
around all campus dormitories
close to all antennae to insure
perfect reception.
Programs of the network feai t.ure student talent, with some national broadcasts. The network will
| broadcast all Brown football, basketball and baseball games.
At present, this is the only collegite broadcasting system in the
country.
5

Alumnus Leads
School Military

THAT

(

10%

Major W. A. Stephens, graduate
of Clemson class of 1930, and now
commandant of cadets at the Charlotte Hall Military Academy, Charlotte Hall, Maryland, last week
wrote the Tiger. "I shall see as
well as pull for the TIGERS against
Navy and George Washington."
1

Discount on
all clothes sold to Clemson
students still goes at

RICHARDSON'S
CLOTHING STORE
ANDERSON, S. C.

1

possible. If enough boys are interested plans for an archery tournament will be formulated.

TUXEDOS-FULLDRESS
TAILORED TO YOUR MEASURE
ONE WEEK DELIVERY GUARANTEED
SPECIAL! Tuxedo Including Vest

S22.95

All Orders Guaranteed Delivery Before Christmas

THEWOHLMUTHCO.
GREENVILLE, S. C

60 N. MAIN ST.

ASHMORE'S PHARMACY, INC.
THE FRIENDLY STORE
228 North Main Street
Phone 648-649
Greenville, S. C.
YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
—AT—

SULLIVA1VJ
HARDWARE CO.

11

Anderson, South Carolina
ON OUR STAGE—WED. ONLY
THE FUNZ POPPLNG SHOW

"WAKE UP AND CHEER"
CRAZY SHOW CRAZE! IT'S SCREWIE!
This is absolutely the best stage show we have ever played

Come
Early For
CHOICE
SEATS

x II H 1 rL
O
ANDERSON, S. C.

Stage Show

—at—
3:30, 6:50
& 9:10

Duke Young 'Uns
Nose Out Tiger
Cubs Saturday

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
That was a fine game, sure 'nough. We outsmarted,
outplayed and out-everythinged 'em in a football way. Navy
had* no excuses.
Up in palatial Bancroft Hall, the Annapolis middies had
only praise for the Clemson team. There was praise for the
team in general, for Shad Bryant in particular. They boosted to the Skies Red Sharpe, Walter Cox, Charlie Timmons
and the rest of the gang. The middies lost, but were undoubtedly the best sportsmen it has ever been our pleasure
to come in contact with.
But the best team did 'undoubtedly win in spite of bad
breaks and freak decisions of the referee, and in spite of the
fact that Banks McFadden was fighting the battle 600 miles
away on a hospital cot.
There were unusual plays. Navy had passed down the
field, the ball sailing to within a few feet of Shad Bryant
(who played a brilliant game.) There was a mix-up and the
first thing this writer saw was the referee spinning back of
the muddle being tackled by Shad. They tangled up on the
ground for a few seconds, then Shad sat up and looked at the
referee, and the referee looked at Shad. They laughed,
shooks hands, and play was resumed.
The same little Clemson speedster figured in another unusual play. Lenz punted to Clemson. Bryant took the ball,
and was tackled on the Clemson 20. Then the ball was given to Navy on a clipping penalty. The rule says that if, on
a punt, a member of the receiving team clips while the ball
is in the air, the ball is taken from the offenders and given
to the kickers at the point where, the ball comes to rest.
There was much howling among the 10,000 (yep ten thousand) Clemson supporters present, but rules is rules whether the fans know them or not.
Banks McFadden, back at Clemson, was the most
talked of Clemson player nevertheless.
As one New
York sports writer said (he had been talking to Clemson
students) "From what we are told, it seems that the only
thing McFadden can't do Is field his own punts."
Banks probably could have fielded a few of those Saturday with the wind blowing a howling gale into Chesapeake Bay. Ends, playing against the win, raced down the
field 20 yards to cover punts and then had the ovate spheroid fall behind them. The balls would rise beautifully, hesitate and start back and down in the direction from which
they came.
The game had other unusual angles. At the half, the
score was 8-0 in favor of the Tigers, but Clemson hadn't
made a first down. One pass was completed by the Bengals
during the afternoon, but that was from Rion to Ed Maness for the touchdown.
Bryant did some of the fanciest, hip-swiveling, fastest,
most colorful running we've ever seen when he dashed over
for Clemson's first touchdown after receiving a lateral from
powerhouse Charlie Timmons. And Timmons was magnificent. He had power to spare. On one play he sped into
one of those apparently untanglable masses right on the
line of scrimmage. The fans groaned. Then from out the other side came Charlie driving like a locomotive, Annapolis
players draped over him like coats over a boarding house
coat hanger. He picked up six yards, but goodness knows
how.
AUBREY RION looked good at quarterback. Little
CHIPPY MANESS ran hard and fast.
RED SHARPE was plue-perfect at center. He interceptone Navy pass.and checked so fast that one writer in the
press box said, "Good, Lord, look at that halfback run."
Red was almost off the lineman's heaven, but after 40 yards
of side-stepping and other suitable backfield tactics, he was
tackled by seven or eight Annapolis players. The radio
announcer, incidentally, announced that Sharpe stumbled on
the play.
Nex week the team goes back up north to play George
Washington. The Bengals will be highly favored this time,
but will probably still be without the services of ace McFadden. He is up and hobbling, but not fast enough to play
football.
George Washington is next on the schedule and he team,
its eyes only on the next victim, is preparing defense against
George Washington football science and tactics.
But cadets, many of whom saw the Duke-Wake Forest
game Saturday, are wondering and wondering about that
home-coming tussle with the Demon Deacons from North
Carolina. The powerful Deacons, say observers, pushed the
Blue Devils everywhere but back over their own goal, but
lost 6-0. They displayed power and plenty of it. They were
strong in every department except punning and pointing
making. It's a little early to be saying what's going to
happen two weeks hence, but here's the way the game
looks to this department (excuseHhe enthusiasm, please, but
we're just home from the Navy game.)
In the first place, Clemson's better than Duke in our
estimation. We'd «tack Banks and Shad up against McAfee
and McAfee any old day. And we'll wager that the Clemson
line will hold almost any set of backs down to not much
gain through the line. We simply aren't the right guys to use
powerhouse tactics against.
Now, remember way back yonder in 1936 and thereabouts. Clemson had a rip-roaring good team. They piled up
dozens of first downs and such but weren't consistent winners. They lacked scoring punch. Good as the Deacons are,
they seem a little jittery near that broad white stripe. And
that's the difference between a good team and champions.
The champs score.
,So crossing a bridge two weeks in advance, we think
that perhaps the Wake Forest game won't be a runaway
for the Deacons. Clemson may even win.
BOXING STARTED WEDNESDAY. A letter man is out
in each division. Milton Berry, Ed Ross, Lauren Dreisbach,
Henry Brady, Aubrey Rion, Harvey Ferguson and Warren
Wilson are all experienced scrappers who have started
training for a hard season. Thek look good, and are starting
ealry in that long rocky road to the Conference championship.
See you in Washingon.

A heayier but hardly more determined Duke
eleven nosed out
the Tiger Cubs 21' to 14 in
the
Duke stadium at Durham last Friday.
It was a nip and tuck
battle
with Ole Sol holding
the whip
hand. Just before game time
the
mercury soared io ninety digrees
lending dust and
grime to the
fracas.
The little Tigers played headsup ball and grew stronger as
the
game progressed. Duke made her
tallies in the first three quarters
and her threats at "paydirt" was
choked in the last frame by the
outstanding defensive work of the
Bengals.
Scoring touchdowns for the Rats
were Payne and
Tinsley.
King,
Craig, Pacheo. "Shaneshirr Allen
Latimer, and Tlns:ey played well
for the Cubs.
The Baby Bengals are practicing
hard this week and are expected
to be in top form for their next
game with the Cidatel rats.

Ball Toters Are
After Scores And
They Get 'Em, Too
Its touchdowns—not first downs
—that Clemson's flashy Tigers are
after this year
and when game
statistics show them lacking in the
column of first downs, they merely
grin and point to the final score.
Four out of five times it has been
in their favor.
Clemson is striking
from long
distances, with the speed and effectiveness of a bolt of lightning
Nine times this fall
the Bengals
have travelled more than the required ten yards that constitute a
first down but each time it was a
touchdown—not a first down —
that went into the statistics.
Runs or passes of ten yards or
more that
culminate in touchdowns do
not. for some reason,
count as first downs. (This practice varies in different sections of
the country.) The Tigers are doing
it by firing their touchdown guns
from every nook and corner of the
field:
Banks McFadden, Shad Bryant
and George Floyd ran 90, 51 and
31 yards respectively
for touchdowns against
Presbyterian College; McFadden passed 23 yards to
Blalock to score on Tulane; Trexler ran 10 yams and lateraled to
Floyd for 13 more and a touchdown against Carolina and on another scoring
play in the same
game Trexler ran three and lateraled to Maness for ten more; the
same afternoon McFadden swept
end for 20 yards into the end zone.
At Annapolis
Saturday a Timmons-to-Bryant run and lateral
was good for 52 yards and a touchdown and Aubrey Riion passed 17
yards into the end zone to "Chippy" Maness.
About all that is necessary
to
make the Tigers a scoring threat is
to give them
possessioin of the
pigskin.
Complete
rehearsals
of these
scoring plays—plus long hours of
work on the Clemson defense that
has given up but three touchdowns
in five games to date—are keeping
Coach Jess Neely and his Tigers at
work late into the evenings this
week as preparations go forward to
meet George Washington University in the nation's capital Friday night.
The game will mark the third
football contest between the
two
schools. There
was a scoreless
deadlock in 1933
and a 27 to 0
Clemson victory last year.

Battle Of The
Carolinas Be
Show Of Shows

Tiger Soccer Team Chalks Up
Impressive Win Over Riverside

All indications point to the "bat
Last
Saturday
afternoon
at
tie of the Carolinas" at Clemson on
academy, the Clemson
: Riverside
Armistice Day when the Clemson Tigers' soccer team shellacked the
Tigers mix football finesse with i Riverside boys in a practice game
the Demon Deacons of Wake For- j by the score of 10-0. Close teamTigers
est. It will be Clemson's homecom- : work on the part of the
ing occasion and ticket manager supplemented by accurate kicking
Randy Hinson announced today was responsible for this unusual
that advance ticket sales point to score, the largest ever made by a
a complete sell-out, the only home Clemson soccer team. Outstanding
sell-out in Clemson history when for Clemson were forwards Falls,
teams other than Clemson and Fur- i Richards, McLeau, Dellastatious,
Crawford,
and Klugh; halfbacks
man were engaged.
Dickerson, Harrison, Davis, . and
Hickerson; and
fullbacks goodman, and Lindsay. Scoring points
for
Clemson were
Crawford-4,
McLean-3.
Dellastatious-2.
and
Klugh-1.
Clemson College's Senior PlaAfter the game the Tigers were
toon, crack drill unit of the corps,
will leave for Washington the lat- entertained with a banquet and
ter part of this week where they dance at Riverside. Starting linewill make the third of their six up for Clemson was as follows:
scheduled appearances
at
the ' Right Wing—Richards.
Right Inside—McLean.
George Washington-Clemson game
Center Forward—Crawford.
on Friday night.
Left Inside—Dellastatious.
The uniform for the platoon at
Left Wing—Klugh.
the game will consist of blouses,
Center Half—Dickerson.
white pants, white shoes, crossRight Half—Harrison.
belts or sashes, and white cap covLeft Half—Hickerson.
ers, L. S. Horton, platoon comRight Fullback—Lindsey.
mander said.
Left Fullback—Goodman.
The senior organization
will
Goalie—Kirchner.
drill at the Southwestern game in
Last
Saturday's game was the
Memphis, Tennessee, at the Furman game at Greenville and at the second practice game played this
Clemson-Wake Forest game here season against Riverside, Clemson
to complete their schedule. The has won both games. One other
platoon has already appeared at practice game will be played later
the P. C. and N. C. State games.
Both Horton and Alex Graham,
cadet colonel, termed the support
given the platoon by the corps
"excellent". Receipts of the drive
together with an appropriation by
the college have swelled the platoon
fund to well over 500' dollars.

Platoon Travels

THE ARMY STORE
Seneca, S. C.

on in the year against Asheville
high school at Asheville.
The regular soccer schedule lneluded games with Davidson and
Duke:
Nov. 2-4—Davidson—h ere.
Dec. 2 —Duge—there.
Dec. l—Davidson—there.
Dec. 9—Duke—there,
The inability to secure a larger
number of games for the Clemson
soccer teams is due to the fact that
there are so few colleges with organized soccer teams in the South.
In fact, only within the past five
years has soccer even been introduced in the South.
At
present
Clemson is the southernmost college with a soccer team.
Soccer originated
in
England
where it is tne national game and
moved to America with the colonists. Since that time its center ol
interest has been in the north
along the Atlantic coast, gradually
drifting down, along the coast.
Clemson's Tigers will claim their
touchdown march against South
Carolna as the prize long distance
scoring thrust of the year—that is
until someone marches the length
of the field. Stroud beautifully
place-punted out ■ of bounds on
Clemson's one foot line. Eleven
plays later the Tigers had a touchdown, culminating a 99 2-3 yards
march that included passes, spinners, reverses and straight bucks.

STEWART MERRITT
CLOTHIERS

26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

WE HAVE IT—SEE US

FOR $25=

PRINTING

ALFRED T. SMITH Says ...

127 E. Whitner St.

ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
Phone 160

Anderson, S. C.

3-Button Drapes

"You'll find wealth of
style and snap in our
collection of suits for fall
—Drop in and look them
over."

GREENVILLE

ALFRED T. SMITH

Rough Tweeds
Cheviots

ROYAL CROWN
COLA

■In the Busv
1200 Block

On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.
Anderson, S. C.
"Buck Barton"

- COCHRAN
JEWELRY CO., Inc.
If It's An Expensive
or An Economical
Gift
GIVE US A CALL

SEE THE NEW SLACKS

COCHRAN
Jewelry Co.

$3.50 Up
New Shipment Of Tan Shoes,
Griffon Tweed Suits
$25.00
Arrow Shirts and Shorts

YOUR JEWELERS
Anderson
Greenville
Greenwood

H0KESLOAN
CLEMSON'S CLOTHIER

VISIT CUR

SODA FOUNTAIN
Toasted Sandwiches, Big Milkshakes, Fruit Juices,
Cakes And Confections
JOIN THE FUN . .. ENTER OUR

Football Contest
ENTRY BLANKS FREE . . .

CASH PRIZES EVERY WEEK

L. C* Martin
Drug Company, Inc.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store

r
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Locals Attend
Y. Meeting At
Montreat, N. C.
Clemson college was represented
at the annual Interstate meeting of
Y. M. C. A.'s held at Montreat, N,
C. by Dr. S. B. Earle, Dean of the
School of Engineering; Prof. S. M.
Martin, head of the Mathematics
department and chairman of the
Clemson Y. M C. A. advisory board:
Prof. J. E. Hunter, professor of
mathematics and a member of the
advisory board; and Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.. general secretary of
the Clemson College Y. M. C. A.
Professor Martin has been chairman of the advisory board at Clemson for more than twenty years, being elected annually for a period
of one year, was elected as one of
the three delegates to represent
North and South Carolina at the
National Council meeting to be held
in Detroit the latter part of October.
Dr. G. H. Aull of Clemson, and
Dr. E. W. Sikes of Clemson, are
members of the Interstate Committee of Y. M. C. A.'s. Mr. Holtzendorff was elected vice-president
of the Religious Emphasis conference to be held at Montreat next
year.
Bill Wade, president of the Clemson Cellege Y. M. C. A., is also
chairman of the State conference
of YWCA's - YMCA's. This group
met at Camp Rocky Bottom October 13-14-15 with leaders from
the various college YWCA's and
YMCA's in the state participating,
and with Dr. J. E. Ward, as one
of the principal speakers; and the
Rev. David Clyburn, a graduate of
Wofford college and of Emory university, and pastor of the Clemson
Methodist church, is one of the key
speakers. Clemson will be represented by sixteen cabinet men, two secretaries, and a number of students
from the freshman, sophomore,
junior, and senior classes.

Pre Med Students
Be Given Test By
Professor Lane
Medical Aptitude Tests to be
administered by the Committee of the Association of Medical Colleges have been scheduled for Nov. 28, Prof. John D.
Lane, examiner in charge of
local candidates, announced this
week.
In the past these tests have
been taken by a large majority
of the medical school candidates and have been used as a
factor in the selection of students by the admission officers
of the various medical colleges.
It is now one of the normal
requirements for admission to
many medical schools, Prof.
Lane said.
It isK almost imperative that
students planning to enter a
medical school in 1940 take this
test in November, 1939. Approximately 20 Clemson students took this test last year,
according to Prof. Lane.
AH of the information relative to the nature of the test
necessary for the student may
be secured from Prof. Lane,
who invites all interested premed students of junior and
senior standing to meet with
him and discuss the tests.
1

Mann Confers With
Director Watkins
M. G. Mann, general manager
of the farmers cooperative
exchange and the Farmers Cooperative Cotton
Exchange in
North
Carolina, conferred with Directors
Cooper and Watkins, and other officials relative to extending the cooperative activities of the N. C. Exchange to South Carolina.
The main purpose of the Exchange
is to aid the farmers in obtaining
better feeds, seeds, and other supplies at lower prices.
P. D. Martin, class of 32, is the
district manager of the exchange.

BLUE BIRD ICE CREAM
Will merit your instant approval
N. Main Street
Greenville

JOHN E. GARDNER
204 N. Main
Greenville
JEWELRY—DIAMONDS—WATCHES

Clemson Cadets Are Always Welcome

at MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM No. 1
14 Pendleton Street

Greenville, S. C.

STONE BROS.

-

Cordially Invites All Clemson Men
Complete Outfitters To Men.
Young Men, And Students
108 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

Cooper Checks On
Tobacco Research
Dr. Herman P. Cooper, dean of
the school of agriculture and head
of the South Carolina experiment
station, this week visited the Pee
Dee experiment station to confer
with Mr. E. E. Hall, superintendent
of the station, about tobacco research which is being conducted at
the station.
The United States
department
of agriculture this year alloted the
experiment station some $25,00z for
tobacco research. Dr. Cooper visited
the Pee Dee station to check the
progress of the research.
Facilities for
tobacco research
have been greatly increased, it was
stated. A new green house and several new hotbeds,, adapted for tobacco research, have been constructed.

CLEMSON CADETS
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH
"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
109 College Street
Greenville, S. C.

MAKE YOUR KITCHEN A DREAM KITCHEN

C. P. MEANS THE PERFECT GAS
RANGE
For The Perfect Fuel Gas
H. B. HARPER & BROS.
ANDERSON

The Next Time That You
Stop At The

CANTEEN
TRY
Shown above is the group of Winthro^ and Clemson students, representing the forensic societies
of these schools. When they met at Clemson recently to formulate plans for Clemson's forensic
activities during the current year. Left to right,
seated: Margaret Wiggins, Mary Ruff, Frank Mills,
president of the Clemson organization, Edith

Bedenbaugh, Mary Darby, president of the Winthrop Strawberry Leaf, Manly Wright, Marie
Johnson, Jack Lever, Mildrer Lawrimore, A. L.
Brooks and Margaret Bedenbaugh. Standing left
to right are: Tom Stanley, Prof. J. P. Lucas, Dr.
Warren G! Keith, head of the Winthrop History
department, and Dr. Carl Epting.
—staff photo t>y HuMord

GREEN SPOT
An Orange Drink That
Doesn't Have Any Carbonated Water.

Wain as vocalist. A beautiful introduction by clarinets illustrates
Clinton's
adeptness at arranging
concert passages.
TWILIGHT INTERLUDE—Victor
By WALKER
Two sweet tunes with much appeal. Both feature the voice of
Terry Allen who, in voice and style,
Editor. Note: The following
DINNER DANCE EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
column concerned with reviews
is somewhat a
combination of
7:30 TO 10:00
of cadet officials responsible
Jack Leonard (T Dorsey) and Bob
for mess-hall entertainment.
Eberle (J. Dorsey). Clinton has
STAFOODS
BANQUETS
STEAKS & CHOPS
The recordings reviewed are
long needed a vocalist of such calidonated by the companies to
MODERATE
IN
PRICE
bre. TWO WEEKS contains a beauthe college. tiful alto sax solo in the first
129 Hampton
S. Main at McBee Sts.
LARRY CLINTON SPECIAL
chorus. On both sides the band's
Columbia
Greenville
In this and next week's column use of rynamics is bery good.
we will review a number of fine
records by Larry Clinton and his
orchestra. Two of them have received notice in this space before.
(Oct. 5), but increased interest in
Clinton's band, which is to play
here for Homecoming Dances on
Nov. 10 & 11, calls for their repetition.
The consistent high quality of
his music makes a review of Clinton's records a difficult, but very
pleasant task. Difficult to keep superlatives in check.
VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE
—Victor
TEMPTATION
On.both of these sides Clinton's
mastery of orchestration is evident.
VARIETY, a novelty featuring Bea
Wain and Ford Leary as vocalists
contains some
very unusual orchestral effects. TEMPTATION, an
oldie swung (but not too much) in
Clinton's best style. Most of the
arrangement
is
built
around
straight melody
with background
figures,
but several nice
rides
creep in to
add just the right
amount "gut-bucket"
to make ft
well balanced number.
MARSHA—Victor
I DREAMT I DWELT IN MARBLE
HALLS
Neither
side of
this
record
should need any introduction, and
little comment is necessary. Larry's arrangement, with vocals by
Bea Wain, are swingy enough to
please a jitterbug, and yet good
enough to satisfy a student of the
classics from whichJiiese two numbers were lifted.
MILLENBERG JOYS—Victor
DIPPER MOUTH
Two old tunes that have retained their punch through the transition from jazz to swing. JOYS is
typically Clinton, with the sections
of the band working against each
other in figures. The composite result is one of those rhythmic opuses which always set the dance
floor to bouncing. DIPPER, written by the late "King" Oliver, is
treated in Dixieland style and features several
fine solos, notably
Wolf Tayne on tenor and Walter
Smith (he played here with Casa
Loma at 1937 Taps Ball) on trumpet.
SHADRACK—Victor
OLD FOLKS
To those who saw the free show
last week
both of
these tunes
are stand-outs. Both were included
in the short which featured Clinton's band. For the benefit of those
hard-working lads who passed up
the show we'll comment a little.
SHADRACK
is a novlety
done
somewhat in the manner of a Negro spiritual. Ford Leary is vocalist and is well backed by the rest
of the band, both vocally and instrumentally. The vocals make good
listening, and the rhythmic background makes good dancing. OLD
Copyright 1939. LIGGETT le M.EKS TOBACCO Co.
FOLKS turns the spotlight on Bea

Meet Your Friends and Colleagues at

DISC-OVERY

BAHARI'S RESTAURANT

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Offices At——
GREENVDLLE

GREENWOOD

Get Set For Homecoming Dances
Mess jackets, tuxedos, dress shirts, collars, dance sashes and all tuxedo
Equipment at

H0KE SLOAN'S MEN'S SHOP
Note:—Arriving soon Pork-Barrell Hats in corduroy
and Gabardine

We Handle A Complete Stock Of
Alexander Smith Rugs and Venetian
Blinds

R. Fretwell & Sons Inc.
FURNITURE
ANDERSON, S. C.

Real Mild ness
a4u6&efle4,/a4te

CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

ou'll enjoy every Chesterfield
you smoke because you'll find them
cooler, you'll like the taste, and
Chesterfields are definitely milder.
There's a big preference for the
cigarette that really satisfies.
Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION of
the world's best cigarette tobaccos is
the perfect blend to give you more
smoking pleasure. Make your next
pack Chesterfield... you can't buy a
better cigarette.

One More Week—-Larry Clinton'll Be Here—-Don't Be Meek
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IF Y0UR

GIRL CAN'T COME, THERE'S THE OLE LADY'S GIRL, OR
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HIS NEXT-BEST GIRL....
To be an Ickero is not the thin<

one week off is the
?line, don't hesitate.
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season's best
fall in
There's not much time to get that date!
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Free Concert Friday Afternoon In Chapel At 5
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Saturday Night Informal
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